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Abstract. The large proliferation of the BPM discipline has consider-
ably propelled companies’ information systems which become ubiquitous.
Consequently, a huge volume of data is generated during BP execution
and stored in adequate IT systems. However, such data are often het-
erogeneous and the problem of their integration is posed with acuity in
order to allow data analysis and to coordinate companies’ activities. In
fact, different techniques and approaches have been suggested in the re-
search literature to tackle such issue. In the business intelligence specific
context, this challenge is addressed by deploying the conventional ETL
software tools allowing to build an unique container supporing various
data and which is perceived as a data warehouse. Nevertheless, current
distributed information systems are spanning enterprises boundaries and
deal with a large variety of data sources having various formats and pro-
duced in a continuous manner. Thus, actual ETL tools seems unsuitable
to handle massive data and they remain limited for facing to issues im-
posed by related to business processes execution data stored in log files.
In this paper we propose an enhancement of the structure and function-
alities of standard ETL tools in order to handle heterogeneous data inte-
gration generated by business processes execution. The improved system,
named OLE-ST, constitutes a fundamental enrichment of the existing
ETL mechanism. The proposed approach has been implemented in a
software tool that ensures best performances for exploiting the target
data warehouse to be built.
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1 Introduction

The survival of today’s businesses is closely tied to the efficient handling of busi-
ness processes (BP) that are increasingly interconnected, dynamic and subject
to very versatile environmental factors. From this perspective, several concepts,
approaches and techniques have been proposed in the two last decades to meet
the growing needs of organizations for managing business processes. We distin-
guish mainly the Business Process Management (BPM) technology which is a
global managerial vision that puts business processes at the center of all orga-
nizations’ activities and which offers different phases for easily managing BPs
life-cycle. (e.g., development, deployment, execution, management and monitor-
ing). Thus, nowadays Information Systems (IS) are centered around BP and
the concept of Process Aware Information Systems (PAIS) [1] has recently
emerged as a key concept to cope with challenges related to the integration
of distributed and heterogeneous IS, for handling both data and business rules
reflecting enterprises business goals.

A business process (BP for short) consists of a set of activities undertaken in
coordination by one ore more organizations, in an organizational and technical
environment, to achieve a particular business goal [2]. Hence, the BP explicit
representation must specify rigorously how the business logic is performed and
how it should be conducted under real organizational constraints. In parallel,
BPM is a comprehensive discipline that promote a process-centred approach
to align organizations business processes with clients needs and to continuously
improve business effectiveness and efficiency [2]. Recently, this technology is
recognized as a key factor underpinning competitiveness and growth of modern
companies. The great awareness of the importance of the BPM technology by
the different stakeholders has lead to its large proliferation in socio-economic
environments and its adoption by a huge number of moderns companies. As an
immediate consequence, a large size of data is generated during BPs execution
and is manipulated and maintained in current Business Process Management
Systems (BPMS).

While great advances have been achieved in the BP management field (design,
configuration, encactment and analysis), however it has been observed that for
over a long period of time, business processes practices have relegated data to a
secondary citizens class [3]. In fact, the control flow (e.g.; ordering of messages)
was the dominant aspect in BP models, while data are still ”hidden” inside IT
systems. This way of perceiving BPs has considerably reduced their importance
and effectiveness. Thereby, data management is essential in BPM environments,
on the one hand for allowing BPs description and on the other one to ensure
instances’ execution and resources monitoring. Hence, managing data requires
more attention both from business and IT managers, because it constitutes a
precious capital for each company.

To support data storage and access, techniques and technologies are more
than necessary. Such target environments must handle both the persistent data
in the underlying enterprise database(s) and the relationships of the managed
processes with their abstract models. In this perspective, the BPs discipline has
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largely benefited from advantages of data and knowledge management advances,
such as databases (relational, NoSQL) and integration tools (ETL systems)[4–
8], data analysis (OLAP systems and data mining techniques, . . . )[9] as well as
data warehouses (DW) technologies [8, 10–13].

In the last decade, ETL tools have emerged as a promising technology for
integrating interconnected, heterogeneous, scalable and flexible data originat-
ing from various sources. In fact, today the market for data integration tools
includes vendors that offer software products to enable the construction and
implementation of data access and data delivery infrastructure for a variety of
data integration scenarios, such CRM, accounting and human resources man-
agement. Thus, these environments have brought significant progress to various
fields of data science and knowledge management, such as business intelligence
field, data analytics and data mining. Furthermore, it’s observed that the large
proliferation of automated business processes facilitates enterprises’ collabora-
tion and supports inter-organizational businesses that are spanning across enter-
prises boundaries. Despite the progress made by ETL tools, they remain limited
in handling massive data originating from distributed systems characterized by
a high degree of variation and a rapid evolution.

In this paper we tackle the issue of heterogeneous big data integration and
we suggest an improvement of the basic existing ETL tool by extending its
basic functionalities. The aim is to enrich the structure and functionalities of
conventional ETL tools with advanced features allowing to extract and to load
heterogeneous big data related to BP executions. The proposed approach has
been implemented in a software tool that ensures best performances of the target
DW to be built.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce
basic concepts and notions useful to make the paper self-contained by presenting
BP data and ETL tools. In section 3 we present the improved ETL system and
we discuss its architecture and functionalities. Section 4 is dedicated to the pre-
sentation of developed ETl tool and we conclude in section conc by summarizing
our results and planning future works.

2 Background

In this section, we give the necessary material useful for understanding the re-
mainder of the paper and that makes it self-contained. We start by presenting
data properties related to BP execution and their categories, then we expose
ETL technology and its underlying mechanism. Finally, basing on the nature
of BP data and the drawbacks of current ETL tools, we discuss the problem
statement and we motivate our work at the end of the section.

2.1 Big Data in BP context

The various issues behind the general question of data integration have been in-
tensively investigated in different fields of the computer science discipline, such
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as databases integration [14, 15], software ingeneering [16–18], DWs and infor-
mation systems. In fact, the recent literature is very rich in techniques and
approaches that attempt to address the challenges inherent to heterogeneous
data management. In what follows, we focus only on BP data.

The spectacular explosion of business applications supported by modern
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), combined with the large
proliferation of the Business Process Management (BPM) software suites, have
profoundly changed and facilitated the way in which modern companies’ infor-
mation systems are designed and deployed. Consequently, massive data, known
as big data, are continuously generated and stored in the underlying IT systems
as event-logs. BP data constitute a valuable resource to be exploited in a business
intelligence perspective. Hence, data management is essential in BPM environ-
ments, on the one hand to allow BPs description and on the other hand to ensure
instances’ execution. In a concrete scenario, a deployed BP of an organization
may be invoked by a huge number of customers or stakeholders. Each execution
of the BP generates a set of data reflecting the instance (or case) progression
and the assigned resources. Such execution data are seen by organizations as
an increasingly important capability that can complement the traditional data
sources. Hence, information captured by IT systems, during business processes’
execution, produces a value-added mine which requires a capital importance.
These process data is especially relevant in the context of automated business
processes, process controlling, and representation of organizations’ core assets
[19]. According to [3], four classes of persistent BP data are distinguished in the
BP context.

– BP models data (specification of the process schema; i.e, steps and activi-
ties).

– Business data needed for achieving a BP instance ( e.g. a customer’s delivery
address)

– Execution data (instances states and history execution; i.e, execution traces)

– Resource usage and their availability to ensure BP progression (e.g. the avail-
able quantity of a product to satisfy the customer’s order)

During the execution of business processes’, the generated data are stored in
adequate databases. While, various data formats are supported by BPMS, the
majority of existing BPM tools uses relational databases to store data.

Business processes data are characterized by the following intrinsic proper-
ties.

1. The volume of generated data is considerable, even massive.

2. Handled data are strongly connected and are related to various companies
which may be working in coordination to achieve common goals.

3. They require flexible models to meet unpredictable requirements occurring
in the environment.

4. Changes in law, regulation and policies affect BP specifications and require
data adaptation to the evolution context.
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5. For performance requirements, multiple join queries are deployed to extract
useful data of interest.

6. The managed data are scalable.
7. Execution data are heterogeneous and need specific transformations to en-

sure their interoperability.

The previous BP data properties hinder their efficient exploitation and require
specific software tools to enable their integration into an unified repository (i.e.;
database or DW ). Furthermore, such data satisfy the 3V fundamental charac-
teristics of big data (Volume, Variety and Velocity) [13]. Hence, dealing with
such specific data nature requires advanced technologies and techniques.

2.2 ETL Tools

Data integration refers to the activities used to combine data from multiple
sources to provide an unified view of the data. It aims to consolidate data from
disparate sources into a single data-set with the ultimate goal of providing users
with consistent access and delivery of data across the spectrum of subjects and
structure types, and to meet the information needs of all applications and busi-
ness processes.

During its spectacular historical evolution, the data integration ecosystem
has benefited from many advances materialized by various integration tech-
niques and technologies. This phenomenon concerns both structured data from
databases or DWs, as well as semi-structured or even unstructured data. In the
context of relational databases, the Global As View (GAV) and Local As View
(LAV) integration approaches have been widely used to conduct to a single
schema. Similarly, the Enterprise Application Integration and Enterprise Se-
rial Bus (ESB), as well as Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) methods have
been intensively used and were a subject of a great deal of work and have been
implemented in operational software tools allowing to bring together different
heterogeneous data in uniform formats.

In the field of DWs, Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) tools remain essen-
tial. Definition 1 bellow shows the basic ETL description.

Definition 1. An ETL tool is a middle-ware for collecting and synchronizing
data between different systems. It extracts the data, manipulates them (conver-
sion, deletion of duplicates tuples, format transformation, . . . ) and integrates
them into a common repository which is the data warehouse (DW) [20].

According to this definition ETL processes are responsible for the operations
taking place in the background of a DW architecture. As shown in the figure
1, an ETL tool ensures the junction between data sources and the target data
wharehouse, by identifying the pertinent data sources, loading the concerned
data and transforming them in a suitable format to be loaded in the target DW.

Conducting data integration using an ETL tool is an incremental process
articulated around progressive steps for leading to an integrated data repository.
Figure 2 bellows depicts the various steps underlying ETL processes.
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Fig. 1. Architecture and functionalities of basic ETL tools

– a. Data Extraction
• Sources identification: As illustrated in the figure 2 (sub-steps 1,2,3 ),

the ETL process starts by identifying the data sources that may be po-
tentially be used to feed the target data warehouse. Thus, during this
step metrics and attributes of the dimension tables are enumerated, then
the matching rules between source and target attributes are elaborated.
If different data sources are founded, the most relevant one is selected.
Furthermore, if for a particular target attribute, various sources are el-
igible, its opportune to formalize the adequate consolidation rules. In
the contrary, if an attribute source corresponds to more than a target
attribute, in this case cutting rules must be specified.

• Data extraction: Once data sources are identified, the extraction step
is triggered. This action can be activated in two distinguished manners
according to the context of the generation of the DW. If the last one
is generated for the first time, the extraction is complete, otherwise it’s
conducted in an incremental fashion.

 

1. Identify data needed for feeding the warehouse 

2. Specify the internal and external sources containing the required data 

5. Plan data aggregations 

4.  Formalize data transforation and cleansing rules 

6. Prepare the staging area and quality assurance tools 

3. Specify rules for extracting target data 

9. ETL of fact tables 

7. Define data loading procedures 

8. ETL of Data Dimension tables 

Fig. 2. Steps of an ETL tool
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– b. Data Transformation (see sub-steps 4,5,6 in the figure). During this
step all heterogeneous conflicts related to different data are handled and
suitable rules allowing to convert data sources to corresponding target ones
are specified without ambiguities. Hence, attributes mismatches, such as
data format, the used encoding and the character sets, as well as measure
units disparities are resolved. Further, pre-calculation of derived values and
aggregated attributes are performed.

– c. Loading data in the DW(see sub-steps 7,8,9 in the figure). After hav-
ing extracted and transformed data useful for the DW, the last step of an
ETL tool consists to load the converted data in the target repository. To
achieve this goal, three loading possibility are offered. The first one is the
initial loading that is triggered when creating the DW. The second one is
incremental and it handles the nature of changed values in the data sources.
Thus, it allows integrating only data having be modified before the last load-
ing operation. In the case where the incremental loading type is a resources
consumer activity, (especially if the rate of data changes is consistent) a
complete loading is preferable.

2.3 Problem statement

With the recent technological developments and the democratization of ICT,
hardware performances have spectacularly evolved. Consequently, the internal
and external data of organizations are becoming increasingly diverse, instan-
taneous and voluminous. As an immediate consequence, the conventional ETL
technology seems insufficient to face to data integration requirements induced by
new contexts. Indeed, they were not designed to handle the flow of remote data
originating from the cloud. The problem of data flow management is particularly
acute in real-time environments. In fact, in operational economic environments,
modern enterprise software applications can’t wait for hours or days to manage
updated data sets and they must react to occurring new data instantly. Thus,
contemporary organizations create and process data in a continuous stream in
real time. The data characteristics of such management environments are the
following.

– They have an ephemeral nature due to their versatility and rapid changing.
– They are originating from various types of sources including mobile users

(nomadic users).
– They are very large in size and require dedicated supports for their storage

and processing.

In this new context, traditional ETL tools can’t cope with data scalabil-
ity due to the large amount of data emanating from real-time environments and
which interrupts the steps of ETL processes. Even worse, in some scenarios, data
flow overruns the pipeline ETL. Thus, after the extraction phase the transfor-
mation procedure can be overwhelmed, causing bottlenecks induced by the mass
of data extracted in the transit zone (staging area). The same phenomenon can
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occur between the two phases of transformation and loading. This phenomena is
known in the literature as the ETL pipeline overflow. Further, when dealing
with massive and instantaneous data data, the ETL mechanism takes time and
consumes valuables resources to transform the data extracted from sources and
which are saved before they become in turn obsolete.

To overcome the previous drawbacks, we propose in the next section an
enhancement of the conventional ETL tools.

3 OLE-STL: an Enhanced ETL tool

Data flows originating from the Web are characterized by a significant degree of
changes and handling their integration is a hard task for which we propose an
improvement of the basic structure of conventional ETL tools. By doing that we
operate a fundamental overhaul of its functioning in order to ensure an efficient
data integration, while facing to performance issues.

This section is dedicated to presenting the different aspects of our approach
intended to be used by data managers for integrating business processes data.
It’s structured as follows.

(i) We start by giving the fundamental properties of the novel ETL tool. (i)
Then we expose the architecture of the conceived ETL tool and we describe the
interaction between its components. (iii) Finally, we discuss the functionalities
of the conceived solution.

In what follows, these steps are deeply discussed and illustrated.

3.1 Fundamental features of the solution

The conceived enhanced ETL tool, named On-Line Extract Selective Transform
and Load (OLE-STL), is a framework which improves ETL systems. It extends
their basic mechanism by refining the two first steps (extraction and transforma-
tion). Roughly speaking, our contribution consists in the three following aspects.

– A selective transformation technique that considers only the category(ies) of
relevant transformations chosen by the data manager, instead of triggering
a set of resources consuming actions and useless transformations.

– During the extraction step, an additive extraction possibility is proposed to
be used for the specific context of DW schema evolution.

– A new technique for checking updates in the data sources which is based on
comparing update dates of source files with the last upload dates. To achieve
this goal, a table-type is deployed as a data structure to track continuous
changes occurring in data sources.

3.2 Architecture of the enhanced ETL tool

As depicted in figure 3, the system OLE-STL performs the three basic functions
(Extract, transform and Load) of conventional ETL tools. Furthermore, the two
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first steps (Extract and Load) are enriched with advanced functions to ensure
integration of massive and evolving data flow.

The figure shows that the extraction step is more comprehensive and more
consistent, in the sense that it allows three distinguished and complementary ac-
tivities. First, it ensures the initial data extraction from data sources ( transition
number 1 in the figure). Further, it offers the possibility to extract additional
data from new sources or files that haven’t been considered during the previous
extraction pass (transition 1’ in the figure). Finally, in the case where some data
sources have been modified since the last extraction process, the third loading
option, i.e.; incremental extraction allows checking data sources and extracting
updated information basing on their updates dates stored as properties in the
system files repository (transition 1” in the figure).

Fig. 3. Architecture of the system OLE-STL

The transformation step constitutes the core of the system OLE-STL (tran-
sition 2 in the figure) . In fact, regardless of the extraction type that was carried
out previously, this step aims to convert heterogeneous data in an normalized
format. The novelty incorporated in the OLE-STL system for the transformation
phase consists in its customization according to the specific context of each user.
Indeed, data transformation rules have been categorized into the following four
distinct categories.

– Conversion rules: applied to data mismatches such as formats and lengths
of various data.

– Coding rules: concern unification of codes and measurement units and tran-
scription of values into codes.

– Granularity rules: focus on the structure of attributes by operating cut-
ting/grouping actions for certain fields to make them coherent with the rest
of data already stored in the DW.

– Pre-calculation rules: this rules sets concern the pre-calculations of derived
values and other aggregated attributes that will be stored in the warehouse.
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Such pre-calculations rules will allow a considerable improvement of perfor-
mance when accessing and processing data in the DW.

In our approach, the data manager will be able to selectively apply one or more
rules during the transformation process instead of triggering them holly. This
latter approach will degrade considerably the overall performance of the ETL
system. It’s forth noting that all the transformations rules are triggered in a
temporary work-space known as the staging area, so as not to alter the operation
of the DW.

Once the transformation step is achieved, converted data are loaded into
the DW (transition 3 in the figure). It’s worth noting that three main distin-
guished fashions can be conducted for loading the transformed data into the
DW; i.e.;initial, incremental and complete (see [5] for more details).

3.3 Functionalities of the system OLE-STL

After having exposed the main features of the system OLE-STL and its archi-
tecture, bellow the chronological functions to be activated for building the DW
are described.

1. An initial extraction is operated on the different data sources. It allows
feeding the target DW from scratch.

2. In our advanced system, the transformation step can be customized basing
on the identified transformation categories: size based transformations, gran-
ularity transformations, coding and pre-calculation transformations. Thus,
the user will have the option of selectively applying one or more rules during
the transformation process instead of triggering all the various rules sequen-
tially, as described in sub-section 2.2 (b).

3. Once data transformation rules have been identified and selected by the data
manager, the Transform process is activated in order to convert original
data to target ones that are adequate with the structure of the DW.

4. If the structure of either the target DW or the data sources have evolved (i.e.;
their schema has changed) in order to face to laws and regulations as well as
technological changes, then they require a complementary integration step.
In this particular context, OLE-STL offers an additive extraction option
that allows handling the concerned data source(s) for synchronizing data.
Obviously, the transformation and loading of the evolved sources will be
carried out accordingly.

5. Instead of focusing on data schema level, another interesting function of
the conceived system consists to check variations and modifications at the
data occurrences and values level. To this end the system allows identifying
data sources having changed since the last data loading in the DW. This
mechanism is based on the comparison of the descriptive attribute file date
update which is a system property of data sources.

6. Finally, loading the new transformed data in the DW is performed to feel the
DW with the converted data. As mentioned previously, this procedure de-
pends on the usage and evolution context of the DW and it can be conducted
in three distinct manners (initial, incremental, complete).
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4 Implementation and Experiments

To illustrate the feasibility and the concrete exploitation of the proposed solution
in a real world scenarios, this section briefly describes a prototype of the system
OLE-STL which implements the proposed approach. The prototype has been
developed with the language Python 1 [21] and we used complementary tools,
such as PyCharm 2 and DB Browser(Sqlite) 3 for advanced programming needs
and data sources access.

Fig. 4. OLE-STL main interface Fig. 5. Specification of the DW structure

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the developed prototype OLE-STL allows specifying
the DW structure in an interactive manner. Furthermore, the basic functions of
ETL tools (Extract, Transform and Load) are available for data management in
the main interface. The screen-shot of Fig. 5 illustrates the interactions during
DW specification with the environment DB Browser.

Once the DW structure is designed and the data sources are identified, the
data manager can select the desired extraction option. As shows in the screen-
shot of Fig. 6, three extraction options, respectively, initial, incremental and
additive are allowed by the developed system. Transforming the previously data
sources into adequate format to be load in the target DW is an incremental
process which is ensured by the system OLE-STL. Hence, a set of transfor-
mations rules can be activated basing on the data manager requirements and
the historical loading, as well as the evolution context of the hole system. The
implemented prototype was enhanced with an option to resolve manually data
type mismatches that can occur between sources and target structures (see Fig.
7). In this case, according to the particularity of target data types and their

1 https://python.org
2 https://www.jetbrains.com/fr-fr/pycharm/
3 https://sqlitebrowser.org/
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Fig. 6. Applying transformations rules Fig. 7. Resolving data type mismatches

corresponding target ones, conversion rules are specified manually by the data
manager.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

Research in the data integration area has mostly focused on ensuring safe contin-
uation of enterprises applications, while little work has been done in the context
of business processes data integration.

In this work we proposed an enhancement of the conventional ETL tools to
face to massive data originating from the web and expressing BP execution. The
proposed system OLE-STL allows extracting data source instantaneously, then
it transforms them basing on a selective conversion rules allowing to resolve het-
erogeneity between data sources and the target DW structure. The implemented
software constitutes an efficient tool useful for both data managers and data an-
alytics, because it allows constructing data warehouses serving as a backbone
for decision making systems.

Our future works will be devoted to extend the proposed formal framework
to investigate the issue of data storage by considering the impact of DW tech-
nologies on the proposed transformation technique. Furthermore, we project to
explore graph database paradigm for managing DWs. Finally, we plan to consider
large-scale data-sets and the impact of new distributed and parallel computing
paradigms (e.g., MapReduce, Spark) in our context study.
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